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Batch Mail Sender Free Download is a handy application that you can use to batch send e-mail messages. It provides support for
multiple e-mail services, including Gmail, Hotmail, Outlook, Yahoo, Mail.Ru, InboxRu, ListRu and BkRu. The usage is simple:

just enter the source and the destination e-mail addresses, the message content, add attachments and press 'Enter' to send the
mail. - Support various e-mail services, including Hotmail, Gmail, Outlook, Yahoo, Mail.Ru, InboxRu, ListRu and BkRu. -

Supports attachments (any type - PDF, DOC, PPT, XLS, PPTX, PPS, PDB, PPTW, MSP, ZIP). - Supports images (any type -
BMP, JPG, PNG, ICO, EMF, GIF, PICT, TIF, PSD). - Supports messages content (HTML, Text). - Supports plain text

messages (ASCII). - Supports BCC (multiple recipients). - Supports recipient authentication (SMTP, POP3). - Supports SSL
connections. - Supports 'Out of Office' messages. - Supports list and / or folder messages sending. - Supports mail sending for

Google Apps users (Batch Mail Sender Lite). - Supports attachments sending for Google Apps users (Batch Mail Sender Lite). -
Supports 'Message size' processing. - Supports password protected messages. - Supports 'Content Filters'. - Supports

wildcard'subscriber' addresses (in destination address). - Supports recipient addresses masking (masking for the destination
address). - Supports hotkeys (global shortcuts). - Supports multiple e-mail services: Hotmail, Gmail, Outlook, Yahoo, Mail.Ru,

InboxRu, ListRu and BkRu. - Supports recipients' recipient masking. - Supports sending a'message' for multiple e-mail services.
- Supports sending a'message' for multiple e-mail services with different destinations. - Supports a / (recipient/folder) address
configuration. - Supports a / (recipient/folder) address configuration for multiple destinations. - Supports a / (recipient/folder)

address configuration for multiple destinations (with masking). - Supports a / (recipient/folder) address configuration for
multiple destinations (with masking) and subject / message body changes
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- Supports multiple e-mail services, including Gmail, Hotmail, Outlook, Yahoo, Mail.Ru, InboxRu, ListRu and BkRu. - Very
easy to use. Just enter the source and destination e-mail addresses, message content, add attachments and press 'Enter' to send

the mail. - Supports password protection of incoming and outgoing messages. - Supports saving and reusing message contents. -
Comes with sample message templates (HTML, Plain Text, RTF and MS Word), you can use these templates as the starting
point. - Runs in the background without displaying any dialog box. - Displays the total amount of free space on the selected

destination e-mail account. - Supports multiple e-mail accounts with different e-mail servers. - Lets you choose a default e-mail
account for sending outgoing mail. - Cleans up the backup folder when the selected e-mail account exceeds the maximum

storage capacity. - Displays the account history, allowing you to send and receive mail from any of the past e-mail accounts. -
Provides rich content filtering of incoming messages based on e-mail subject, sender and recipient. - Comes with sample filter
configurations (HTML, Plain Text, RTF and MS Word), you can use these filters as the starting point. - Displays the amount of
free space for each e-mail account. - Allows you to clear the history of the backup folder. - Excludes some message types from

being saved. - Provides rich message filtering of the source email address based on e-mail subject, sender and recipient. -
Supports Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo, MSN, Outlook, Gmail and Hotmail backup accounts. - Supports sending attachments by

either encrypting or sending them in a compressed format. - Supports sending attachments by either encrypting or sending them
in a compressed format. - Supports password protection for outgoing and incoming messages. - Supports custom recipient

fields. - Supports saving incoming and outgoing messages as 'Drafts' (incoming) or 'Sent Mail' (outgoing). - Supports saving
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incoming and outgoing messages as 'Drafts' (incoming) or 'Sent Mail' (outgoing). - Supports saving incoming and outgoing
messages as 'Drafts' (incoming) or 'Sent Mail' (outgoing). - Supports saving incoming and outgoing messages as 'Drafts'

(incoming) or 'Sent Mail' (outgoing 77a5ca646e
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Send unlimited e-mails using any supported e-mail service. Use it as a convenient e-mail client to send unlimited e-mails. What's
New: * Fix to stop Batch Mail Sender from crashing (if the file "BatchMailSender.exe" is not found) * Fix to increase the
number of sent e-mails (if Batch Mail Sender stops working) * Fix to display two e-mails per send with blank lines between
them * Fix to increase the number of words in sent e-mails * Fix to display the total time of the previous run (it was in the title
bar of the tray icon) * Fix to display properly the number of sent e-mails when saving a text document with all the information *
Fix to display the e-mails source's IP in the tray icon title * Fix to display the source IP address if you do not have the proxy
settings in "Settings->Proxy" * Fix to not show the "This is a demo version" text in the tray icon title if it's not required * Fix to
stop the program from writing to the task bar icon if Batch Mail Sender is already running * Fix to stop Batch Mail Sender from
crashing when receiving an error message * Fix to display the content of the current file in the main window when you double-
click the file * Fix to update the version number when the program is updated * Fix to prevent the e-mails from being sent if
you disconnect your internet connection or the internet access is lost * Fix to force the user to enter the password to access to
the mail account Batch Mail Sender is one of the most popular and indispensable software for Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 8.1.
It is the ideal solution to send e-mails using a Windows Account, and you can use it to send e-mails to many contacts in a very
short time. E-mail Service Support: Email accounts supported: G-Mail, Hotmail, MSN, Yahoo, Live, AOL, AIM, ICQ, MSN
Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, AOL Messenger, Yahoo Groups, Gmail, Yandex, Hushmail, ICQ, Ekiga, Windows Live, Live
Messenger, Jabber, Skype, TeamViewer, MSN Messenger, NetScape Instant Messenger, Live Messenger, My Yahoo, Twitter,
Facebook. You can choose multiple e-mail accounts

What's New In?

Batch Mail Sender - Email Bulk Sender Tool is a powerful tool for bulk sending e-mails, it can be used to send an email
message to multiple recipients, you can use Batch Mail Sender to send as many email messages as you wish, the interface of the
Batch Mail Sender is very easy to use, you can install the Batch Mail Sender by double clicking it, when the installation is
complete, you can use the software in the same way as you would use a mail client like Microsoft Outlook. Key Features: -Send
an unlimited number of e-mails in batch mode. -You can use Batch Mail Sender to send your personal or commercial e-mails.
-Use of Batch Mail Sender is very simple, no special knowledge is required. -Batch Mail Sender is a powerful tool with a
flexible feature set. Requirements: -Batch Mail Sender works with Microsoft Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Server
2003 and Windows Server 2008. Installation: -You can use the built-in.exe installer to install the application. -When the
installation is complete, you can use the software as you would use a mail client. Using the software: -You can use Batch Mail
Sender to send an unlimited number of e-mails in batch mode, once you click the Send button, it will add the recipient addresses
to the Batch Mail Sender list, you can press the Enter key and then it will send the message. -If you do not add any recipient
address, it will create a new message with no recipients. Note: -Batch Mail Sender can also be used to send an unlimited number
of email messages as scheduled. Support: -Batch Mail Sender can be used for personal and commercial purposes, the price is
29,95 for a single use and 99,95 for a lifetime use. -A free 30 days support is available. -You can contact us via the form in the
website. For more information: -Visit our website at -Read the manual in the file README.txt inside the distribution folder.
Credits: -Batch Mail Sender is a free software distributed under the terms of GNU GPL. -The Software is available for
download at -The authors of this software are: -GQRA, Milano IT Ag. -Gereon kosmicki -Bogdan Avram -Petr Babenko Legal
Disclaimer: -The authors of
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System Requirements For Batch Mail Sender:

Dual Core Processor Windows XP, Vista, 7 or Windows 8 operating system 2GB RAM or more 2GB free hard disk space
1024×768 display resolution, 1280×800 or higher recommended 6,400 x 4,300 pixels screen resolution Nintendo Switch Online
membership required to use some features, sold separately Online features require a Nintendo Switch Online membership.
Nintendo Switch Online membership required to play online and use certain features in the Nintendo Switch Online smartphone
app. Additional fees and subscriptions may apply for online features.
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